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Digital Marketplace 



Readius eReader by Polymer Vision 
see: www.readius.com 



Black Betty 

Black Betty is a publisher 

specialising in small screen 

publishing. Books are available to 

download via Bluetooth from 

vending machines directly to your 

mobile phone.  



USA 
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Studios 
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Minnesota Center for Book Arts 



Chicago 



Joan Flasch Artist’s Book Collection 

John M. Flaxman Library, School of the Art Institute of Chicago  



Doro Boehme is the Special Collections Librarian at the Joan Flasch Artists’ Book Collection. The collection 

includes roughly 4,500 catalogued items, predominantly artists’ books and multiples. The objects in the 

collection that remain to be catalogued include ephemera and mail art. Approximately 300 new works are 

acquired each year. The special collection is open to the public and is typically accessed by hundreds of 

visitors each semester. Researchers, scholars, instructors and students make up the bulk of the collection’s 

users. One unique aspect of the collection is that patrons are allowed to handle the artists’ books and other 

objects in the collection after a thorough hand washing. 



http://digital-libraries.saic.edu 

access the online database of The Joan Flasch Artists' Books Collection 



Ann Tyler 

Souvenirs, 2007. 



Billy Rabbit An American Adaptation by Ann Tyler, 2007 



Skin 

A story published on the skin of 

2095 volunteers. 

http://www.ineradicablestain.com/skindex.html 



Sally Alatalo - Sara Ranchouse Publishing 



Unforeseen Alliances  

Anita M-28 (Sally Alatalo) 

http://sararanchouse.com 

Legendary, Lexical, Loquacious Love 

Eve Rhymer (Karen Reimer) 

http://sararanchouse.com 

Love Takes Two & The Other Side 

Anita M-28 & Sal Clarke  

(Sally Alatalo) 

http://sararanchouse.com 



a rearranged affair by Anita M-28 (Sally Alatalo) 

a rearranged affair is an edition of 188 (the usual number of pages in the series used) Harlequin romance 

novels whose spines have been cut off and their pages re-collated in their correctly numbered sequence, 

one leaf from each, to make 188 new, each unique, novels. (This was done twice because of the fact that 

each leaf contains two pages, recto and verso.) The idea is that, though the characters’ names and the 

locations change, the stories read coherently, since the formula is consistent, i.e., the encounter, the 

conflict, the denouement, all occur on about the same page. The cover has been redesigned and offset 

printed, utilizing a black, or blank, screen, onto which the reader may project her own recombinant scene 

in place of the customary cover illustration. 



Book Jacket by Sally Alatalo 



Pink Romance 

A wallpaper printed with the repeat pattern of the pink spines of 

romance novels. Here shown installed in an exhibition in Minneapolis 

(left) and also installed in a powder room of a private collector (right). 



Between Clean by Sally Alatalo, 2008 

Laser print on silver paper scrolled onto bolt with nut.  

A pantoum comprised of lines of one word each, all culled from 

Motor's Auto Repair Manual (1953, sixteenth edition). 



Sally Alatalo’s Studio and House, Chicago 





Clifton Meador 



Dallas Texas Bail Bond Yellow Pages Ads  

Clifton Meador, 2008 

Download or Paperback book formats at http://www.lulu.com/content/2323993 



Internet Police Uniform Sites,  Clifton Meador 2008 

Paperback book or free download at: http://www.lulu.com/content/2375523 



Heart, Clifton Meador 2008 

Book or free download from: http://www.lulu.com/content/2282694 



Kora, 2007. Edition of 50. 

34 loose pages, stacked as in a traditional Tibetan book structure. Cloth 

covered boards with screen print in silver of the font Meador developed 

from his photographs of pilgrims. Title-cloth inset printed in Meador's 

font. 



Three Tibetan Bookstores, 2007. Edition of 50. 

12 pages. One fold-out page extends image 2 to 22". Letterpress, offset, 

and laser printing. Meador combines five components: photographs of 

three bookstores in China, a photograph of a monk purchasing a book, 

and a pamphlet "Enumerating Tibetan Buddhism.”  

“The entire piece reflects on book ownership, at least my own relationship with books. I have a 

degree of book lust for books that is sometimes out of control: many times I would rather have a 

book than an actual experience. I see some problems with that, but I still really love books.” 



Pyramid Atlantic Book Fair 







EF Stevens 

Awaiting Transmission 

A commissioned series of short, text 
messages  to create an artist’s book in five 

instalments (plus afterword). 



Awaiting Transmission 

DAY ONE 

I’m just outside Denver. All the kids are taking pictures of me on their v 

phones, they think it’s so funny, I mean, who goes hunting for a book on 

Halloween! It’s 25 years since the oil ran out, but now we have power 

you’d think someone would have produced some paper again. I’d love 

to touch some to see how it feels. 



DAY TWO 

I’m in Boston - it’s mid-day but dark, and it’s hot with this mask on. They 

still haven’t cleared properly, there’s dust on everything; the whole city 

is gray. Casey said there used to be a library here on 12th St, so I had to 

check it out and - look on your screen - I found an old date-stamper, 

shall I bring it back? 



DAY THREE 

I thought Stan said that Kinko’s used to be on every corner? This must 

be the 200th we’ve checked out and all we have ever found are bits of 

old Xerox 4595s. Imagine if we found enough parts to rebuild one! 

Although how would we show people how it worked if there’s nothing to 

copy on it and nothing to feed into it? 



DAY FOUR 

Can we go any faster? I really want to get there and find out it isn’t some 

cruel joke, you don’t think it is do you? I hope not, she sounded so, well 

– real. I can’t believe we’re going to see a real book! You don’t think the 

BRU might get to her first? No, not unless their v-monitors picked up on 

her transmission. 



DAY FIVE 

After all these years we get to see one! It must have been printed on one 

of the old machines Stan told us about; it’s lasted all this time, it’s so 

beautiful. If we made more and got people to read again we could start 

a whole new way of thinking. Hey, was that someone at the window, 

who’s out there? Hello? Hello? … 



DAY SIX 

Afterword: The BRU - Book Reintegration Unit was set up by the 

government 3 years after WWIII, when its citizens had burnt all known 

books and paper for fuel. The BRU actively searched, using dubious 

methods to procure and sell books covertly to help recoup the huge oil 

war debts. It was officially disbanded in 2039. 


